
 
 

2019 Strategic Priorities- Fall 2018 

  

Jesus’ “Sermon on the Mount” was the large scale launch point for the Christian movement.  

It still is.  After listening to Jesus’ instructions, his followers descended the mountain top, 

engaged the community, and began changing the world, day by day.  They still can.   

 

After focused listening to Jesus’ instructions this fall, our congregation has identified the 

following key areas for focus in each of our purpose areas (Faith, Formation, Fruitfulness) in 

the 2019 ministry year.  Our vision is to create a rejuvenating culture of maturing disciples 

liberating the world.   

 
   

 
How might CG rediscover a fuller range of the sacred encounter?  If truth, beauty and 

goodness are the enduring virtues, what has become of beauty?  It’s time to rediscover the 

role of our God-given creative expression. 

 

Initial Ideas: 

 Creative Worship – How might we further integrate visual, aural, & physical arts into 

worship on a consistent basis? 

 

 Seasons of Sacred Art- introduce folks to sacred arts throughout history.  Invite 

participation in creative expressions:  painting, pottery, instruments, voice (singing, 

chanting), drama, dance.  Watch what happens to our relationships and our sense of the 

divine, as we engage in these elements together. 
 

 

 

(over)  

FAITH  Rejuvenation 
 “A More Creative Expression” 



 

How can CG rediscover and experience the art of mature dialogue- the sharing, refining, and 

development of ideas which is essential to the growth and advancement of humanity?  

 

Initial Ideas:  

 Prayerschool- how do we pray? Can prayer assuage ambient global anxiety? 

 

 Appreciative Inquiry- let’s learn how to have a dialogue in a fashion which preserves the 

possibility of hearing, thinking, and growth. 

 

 “The Sanctuary Seminars”-  Series exploring the vast variety of topics within and beyond 

Christian history (ie- atonement theories, Christology, cannon formation, hermeneutics, 

other world religions)  Let’s explore what makes being a person of faith so rich, thick, 

enduring, and exciting!  And let’s do it humbly. 

 

 Civic engagement- How are we to participate in shaping the world (salt & light) but by 

getting connected to the issues, problems, and options in our community?  As conduits of 

Kingdom come on earth, let’s listen, pray, and discuss how local issues are our issues. 

   

 

 

How might we cultivate a wider Earlysville collective to liberate our neighbors from 

loneliness, isolation(ism), despair, and devastation?  A more diverse unity in tangible action!  

 

Initial Ideas:  

 Collective E-ville hurricane recovery initiative- “Eville United?”  Let’s invite churches (and 

non churched) to join forces to alleviate suffering of our regional neighbors (NC, Florida, 

Georgia, etc.)  

 

 Universal Blessing- What simple widespread possibilities exist for blessing every 

Earlysvillian in 2019?    How can we reiterate the community dynamics of the June 

worship/picnic next year? How might we further engage, even expand greenspace initiatives?   

 

 

“The church is the only organization on earth that exists for those who are not its members.”    

- Archbishop William Temple 

FORMATION  Maturity 
“Dialogues of/with/about the Divine”  (“Divine Dialogues”) 

FRUITFULNESS  Liberation 
“Communal Kenosis” 


